Newsletter from Botswana Sweden Friendship Association

Dear BOTSFA members!

A

utumn 2008 is heading
towards cold winter days.
However, if snow will fall,
remains to be seen. I am a fan
of Autumn, Mother Nature is all
ripe, the colours of the leaves
are sparkling in sunshine and she
also gives food. As you can see
from the picture I am a fanatic
wild mushroom picker, and have
spent a lot of time in the forests
with family and friends.
Otherwise life goes on as
usual with ups and downs.
Work with Botsfa has been
quite intensive, which is fun.
We have gained a lot of new
contacts, both in Botswana and
Sweden, and we hope to be
able to open up a sister-association in Botswana to broaden the
ties, and working together with
projects in the future.
Botsfa will soon update its
web-site with interesting links.
Finally, I wish you all a
Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year 2009.
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BOTSWANA INDEPENDENCE
CELEBRATIONS IN STOCKHOLM

On the 4th of October 2008 at 16.00
we celebrated Botswana’s 42 years of
independence anniversary. Celebrating our independence anniversaries
is a tradition in the form of a party
with food and drinks is a privilege for
Batswana in Botswana and abroad.
The ceremony was held at H.E. Ambassador Bernadette Rathedi’s residence. In her welcome speech, Mma
Rathedi stated that, in addition to
celebrating the country’s political independence, the other aim of the gathering was to encourage Batswana living
in Sweden to join BOTSFA. Batswana
living in Sweden should come together
to decide what they can do to contribute to Botswana’s development.
She finished by reading the President’s, Lt Gen.Seretse Khama Ian
Khama, independence speech to the
nation. A major issue raised in the

President’s speech was concern over
alcohol abuse in Botswana. These are
some of his words:
»The challenge of alcohol abuse has
been with us for some time. We have
long been aware of its role in promoting the spread of HIV, as well as its
significant contribution to anti-social,
risky and criminal behavior, including
child abuse, violence against women
and deaths on our roads.«
The President stated that the
government decided to impose a 30
percent levy on alcohol to address this
problem
We continued the evening with eating our traditional food, drinks and, of
course, dancing.
By Seboleleng Bertilsson
and Julia Majaha-Jartby

Excerpts from BBC NEWS – Africa

Botswana’s Mogae wins $ 5 m prize
Botswana’s former President Festus Mogae
has won a $ 5 m prize to encourage good
governance in Africa.
Story from BBC NEWS
http://news.bbc.co.uk/go/pr/fr/-/2/hi/africa/7679391.stm
© BBC MMVIII
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Two is Company,
More is Fun!
»Block Social
Club« visits
Scandinavia
»Block Social Club« visiting Ulla Odqvist and Kerstin Paues Odqvist at Kalvsund

T

ravelling abroad for a
significant number of
Batswana is normally linked
to business »paid for by an
employer« sponsored studies, or shopping in neighbouring South Africa.
Self-paid leisure travel is rare and rarer
for large groups of people beyond
family circles. But, fifteen adventurous Botswana women visited Sweden,
Finland and Norway in July this year,
aided by a backdrop of savings they
make monthly in the name of Block
Social Club.
Dumela met with the fifteen women who visited Sweden to learn more
about Block Social Club’s adventures. In
existence since 1989, the club:
• has 20 members, all women, representing a variety of professions _
including post retirement small and
medium-sized business;
• members contribute bwp 300 (approx. sek 300) per month – February to November;
• meets monthly to discuss the club’s
savings strategies and to socialize
through good meals;
• plans and undertakes bi-annual
trips to varied destinations.
Block Social Club, as its name suggests,
is a social club whose fundamental
objective is to provide a friendship
base for financial and social support
for its members. The club has become
an exemplary force in women’s balance
of life. Work demands and extended
family responsibilities are part of most,
if not all of the women in the group.
With a professional approach to managing life’s challenges, under the umbrella of song and dance, Block Social
Club celebrated 20 years of solidarity
in January 2008, followed by the trip to
Scandinavia in July.

Excerpts from an article by Julia Majaha-Järtby

The visit to Sweden, extending to
Finland and Norway, is the longest
travel members had made since the
decision to spend savings on travel.
Dumela learnt that the trip was born
from immeasurable encouragement
and support by Namibia’s ambassador
to the Nordic countries, Mrs. Theresia
Samaria, who had been ambassador to
Botswana and Mayor of Walvis Bay
(Namibia) before her current ambassadorship. The fruition of the trip
received an invaluable logistics support
by Botswana’s ambassador to Sweden,
Bernadette Rathedi.
Landing at Arlanda Airport on
July 22, the 15 women had no time to
waste. The first destination, shortly
after landing, was Frihamnen, in
Stockholm – where they boarded a
ship to Helsinki in the company of
Ambassador Samaria. Travelling and
sleeping on a ship was a first for most
of the formidable women, and a major
entertainment highlight of the trip.
A bus trip from Helsinki to Tampere,
where they attended a seminar on »Ladies as decision makers in the Finnish Society: Democracy and Politics«
added to their professional flavours. Of
major interest were lessons from the
Association of Women Entrepreneurs
in Tampere, a movement for business
women. Dumela learnt that lessons
from the seminar should go a long way
in assisting Block Social Club members
in their individual and collective political agendas.
With no rest from the Finnish
excursion, all gathered at Ambassador
Rathedi’s residence for good food, song
and dance, a day after returning from
Helsinki. In the midst of laughter and
joy, a new adventure was born. Some of
the women decided to travel to Oslo,

and six did on Sunday July 27, where
there was more sightseeing.
The visit to Sweden benefited from
an invitation by BOTSFA’s chairperson, Ulla Odqvist, to her childhood
home in Kalvsund, which stands in a
spectacular piece of farming land about
60 km from Stockholm. The hosts,
Kerstin (Ulla’s sister) and her husband,
Nils Paues, opened doors to a memorable day, with plenty of food, singing
and dancing in in sunshine and rain.
Nils Paues treated the visitors to music
on a hacksaw, adding to the nice sightseeing to the museums, where most of
the traditions are preserved.
Other visits, before departure on
July, 31, included a visit to the King’s
Palace for an observation of change of
guard; trip to Uppsala, whose university has hosted a number of African
scholars; visit to Sigtuna to spend
time with Per and Julia Järtby. And, of
course, there was shopping, shopping,
shopping!
Block Social Club women are simply
amazing. They save for having fun
together; provide emotional support to
each other in times of joy and sorrow;
and do the unthinkable, travel internationally, as a group, at own expense
– globally extending the footprints of
the traditionally-built Mma Ramotswe.
.

Kerstin Paues
Odqvist and
Nshingo
Dorcus
Mosinyi at
Kalvsund

The whole article with pictures will be put
on Botsfa’s web-site, www.botsfa.nu
dumela
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40 YEARS’ ANNIVERSARY
& the connections between
National Museum, Monuments
and Art Gallery and Sweden

T

he Museum in Gaborone
started as a private institution
by Alec Campbell in 1968 with
his private collection. All from the beginning the museum has been in close
contact with Sweden. Alec Campbell
went to the first conference on Environment in 1972 in Stockholm and was
inspired by the presentations in the
Museum of Biology at Djurgården. A
museum from the 1890th with natural
dioramas with stuffed Swedish animals and birds and with background
paintings by the Swedish artist Bruno
Liljefors. This inspired him to ask
for Swedish support for the museum
in Gaborone. Most of the sceneries
showed today in the permanent displays
are from the 1970–80th and made by
Swedish taxidermists.

New conditions

In 1976 the Museum was taken over by
the Government of Botswana. In the
late 1980th it was decided that some
new buildings should be erected, designed by architect Gunnar Mattsson
and paid for by Sida. These buildings
should take care of the collections and
should also open new exhibition areas
for the public.
Early in 1990th the Museum of
Ethnography was asked to play a
leading role in the re-establishment
of the museum in connection with
the new premises. During the period 1991–97 training programmes
were organised in different museum
specialities and in personal knowledge
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experiences: photography, photostorage, collection management,
collection storage, archival storage
of archaeological material, radio
interviews, exhibition planning and
making, documentation of historical
and today’s life round the Kgotla, support in the documentation of Tsodilo
Hills, etc.

Today and tomorrow

Today the National Museum, Monuments and Art Gallery is the central
institution in Botswana with about 200
people employed. The Museum covers
all disciplines and also take care of
historic sites. One of them a World
Heritage Site, Tsodilo Hills. There are
also around 7 local museums/culture
houses scattered all around Botswana.
Most of these institutions, often
started with aid-money, supported by
local cultural committees are now in
economic trouble and eagerly waiting
for the new Museum Act. The Government supports the main salary for
the curator of the local museum. The
local museums could play a very important role in keeping local history
alive as Botswana is a country dealing
with enormous transformation.

The 40 years’ Anniversary

On October 9th the Museum
celebrated its 40th birthday. A
historic fleet with ox wagons, people
in traditional dresses, the Zebra bus
vehicle, musicians etc. started in the
morning from the railway station

towards the Museum. The Museum’s
garden and the outdoor surroundings
have been very nicely upgraded and the
main celebration took place there. The
former directors from Alec Campbell,
Doreen Nteta, Tarisayo Madondo,
Tjako Mpulubusi (not present), Tickey
Pule (abroad as Permanent secretary
in the Ministry of Culture, Sport and
Youth) were all honoured. The director
of today, Mr Gaogakwe Phorano,
stayed in the background, however,
having the program under control.
The countries, which assisted the
Museum during the 40 years were also
honoured, among them Sweden. I was
also mentioned as a person who has
supported the Museum. Traditional
music and dance were included in the
program and the Museum presented
two new exhibitions. One about the
40th history, the other about musical
instruments and their use.

New discussions

It is now 10 years since Botswana was
a developing country receiving SIDA’s
support. Today we talk in »equal«
languages. In the future Sweden could
assist Botswana’s Museum, while the
countries could share the expenses
equally. The Museum is already a
member of the Swedish African Museum Program (SAMP), and has the
Museum in Härnösand as co-partner.
Further discussions could lead to an
eventual formal cooperation.
Anne Murray
Museum of Ethnography

Exit Kalahari

KAJSA BLOM’s story...

Many BOTSFA members
will remember the headlines both in Botswana and
Sweden from April–May
2006 which told about two young
Swedish women who had disappeared
in the Kalahari. Many feared the
worst, having in mind both that there
were many lions in the area and also
because of its well known scarcity of
water. After a few days the two travelers were found however, not only alive
but in quite good shape physically.
The two Swedish women, Jenny
Söderqvist and Helene Åberg, have
now published a book about their days
in the Kalahari. The book which is in
Swedish, has the title »Exit Kalahari«.
It is published by Bonniers, and 1
krona per sold copy goes to the SOS
Childrens´ villages in Botswana.
The two journalists from the
Swedish Television (SVT) were in
Botswana as members of a project
of assistance to Botswana Television
in the field of education and training. Towards the end of their stay,
they decided to go on an excursion to
the Central Kalahari Game Reserve,
CKGR.

They have written the book in
such a way that they first wrote their
own versions separately of what happened during the days in the Reserve,
upon which they edited a continuous
story of the event. Even though the
reader anticipates a happy ending,
their story is nevertheless very thrilling. Undoubtedly they had a portion
of good luck, for instance when they
managed to get out of their four wheel
Isuzu before it was burnt out, or when
they escaped from getting too close
to the lions in the area. They tell their
story with both humour and frankness, without hiding that they sometimes had quite different opinions
about what they should do next. Their
nerves were really put to test.
Both authors express great love and
affection for Botswana, its people and
nature. Like the books about Mma
Ramotswe by Alexander McCall
Smith, »Exit Kalahari« will undoubtedly contribute to increase interest for
Botswana. Readers will feel tempted
to follow the footsteps of the two
Swedish ladies and explore the magnificent scenery of the Kalahari.

By Folke Löfgren

Notice board
Botswana in the footsteps of No.1 Ladies’
Detective Agency,
was shown at Etnografiska museet at BOTSFA’s General Meeting
on October 20th. Approximately 30 members saw the film and
expressed appreciation of such an event. A discussion about the
film followed.
The producer, Mats Ögren, is a Swedish journalist, author and
TV-producer. While living in Botswana he made several reports on
the country for leading international magazines as well as another
film »Treatment and Hope« (2008) about HIV/Aids.

We are trying to get in touch with Batswana living
in Sweden and invite them to become members
of BOTSFA. Please, if you know any Batswana
interested ask them to contact Seboleleng Bertilsson at seboleleng@hotmail.com

VISIT US ON
www.botsfa.nu
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In the beginning of this year I went to
Africa for thirteen weeks. The plan was
to get as far away from my comfort
zone as possible, to experience
different ways of living and working
than what I am used to.

M

y aunt Kerstin and her husband Mike
live in Gaborone, and it is thanks to
them that I was able to make this trip.
They have many contacts all around the country,
and this gave me the opportunity to experience
working in Botswana.
The place where I spent most of my time
was village Tshesebe in the northeast district.
In the outskirts of the village Englishman Rick
Hall from London started building Youth Centre.
In the Centre kids, teenagers and young adults
would get an opportunity to spend their spare
time, get education about HIV/AIDS and learn
different skills, such as sewing and metal work.
Even though I already have been to Botswana
some six years ago and I knew what to expect, I
had quite a hard time to adjust to life in Tshesebe.
Everything was so different from what I’m used
to. The heat, the people, the pace; it just made
my life – a nineteen year old girl from Stockholm
– quite hard, at least during the first couple of
weeks. In addition I had never been away from
my family and home for more than a week.
To live in Tshesebe was not easy. No running
water for half a day, sometimes not at all, no
shower, and very often power cuts…. Looking
back I admit that I was a bit naive to expect
Swedish comfort, but at the same time I might
not have learnt so much as I did.
Having returned to Sweden I started reflecting over my experienced from Tshesebe. Three
and a half weeks of home sickness, strange
food and dirty hair, made me maybe not to a
new person, but at least a bit changed one. Into
somebody better!
There was a lot of fun as well. I smile when
thinking of all the happiness and gratefulness
that the people in the village showed towards
Rick and his foundation. Rick started a sewing
group and with donated old domestic sewing
machines and some help from a fashion designer
from Francistown the sewing classes became a
success. Both young and old women showed
up every morning to sew their aprons and skirts
– not only once a week as planned.
In the village with one of the largest amount of
HIV infected inhabitants in Botswana this community-based project made a huge impact.
If you are interested to read more about this
project visit www.botswanabanana.com
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